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Nigeria
Moving towards an energy
self-reliant nation
The current administration has taken initiatives that would spur growth in the oil and gas
industry, attract investment and ensure sustainable development in the national economy.

F

or Nigeria, oil and gas still translates into wealth. As
a result, “there is need to sustain the industry for it
to continue to deliver the much-needed revenue and
provide the springboard for economic diversification,”
points out Dr Maikanti Baru, Group Managing Director of
Nigerian National Petroleum Corporation (NNPC). “We must,
therefore, keep the goose which lays the golden egg alive.”
NNPC’s decision to seek alternative financing models for funding
its joint venture obligations has continued to restore confidence
among investors, stimulating further FDI’s into the sector. The
federal government has demonstrated commitment towards
strengthening the industry by giving approval to the relevant
oil and gas policies as championed by the Petroleum Industry
Governance Bill (PIGB), aimed at increasing transparency and
stimulating growth in the industry.
Passage of the first section of this bill is a definite sign of good
development. Dealing with the management of NNPC, when this
bill is signed into law, the implementation of the first section will
see to the unbundling of NNPC, to create four new entities aimed
at improving efficiency and transparency in management. Once
implemented, efforts will be geared towards passing the remaining
three very important components of the PIGB, via the fiscal
framework, host community issues and the Administration bill.
Passage of the fiscal framework bill will unlock investment
into the industry, especially the offshore sector. The bill on host
community issues will help address the challenges of insecurity if
it gives attractive stake to host communities, enough to incentivise
them to protect oil and gas assets in their various domains.
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“Since Nigeria recovered from the recession in 2017, we envisage
the economy will grow and there will be great investment in the
sector,” states Dr Tunji Olowolafe, Chief Executive Officer of Deux
Project. “Therefore, we’re building capacity rapidly while attracting
international companies as our joint venture partners to lead such
projects.” When Nigeria does pass the Bills, the country will move
from ninth to the third with regards to the largest holder of gas
reserves in the world.
The current administration’s gas policy promotes a
competitive business environment for both ongoing and new
investors, articulates Nigeria’s vision for the sector and sets
policy goals, strategies, and an implementation plan for gas
market development. “The future for us is about believing in
gas for industrialization, power and fertilizers,” proclaims Tony
Attah, Managing Director of Nigeria LNG Limited. “We believe
we will unleash the potential of this country while dealing with
unemployment and poverty.” The current roadmap of the Buhari
administration is to position Nigeria as the African regional hub
for gas-based industries while maintaining a 10 percent market
share in global LNG trade.
The impending passing of the Petroleum Industry Governance
Bill and the concentration on gas presents a landmark
opportunity within the nation’s petroleum history. By giving
primary attention to meeting local gas demand requirements,
and developing a significant presence in international markets,
the government is providing the right conditions – regulatory,
market and operational – to encourage the private sector as the
investment drivers for Nigeria’s oil and gas industry.
Managing Editor: Dante Di Iulio
Contributing Writer: Flavia Baralle
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NIGERIAN NATIONAL PETROLEUM CORPORATION

What’s in the pipeline
for Nigeria’s oil and gas sector
Guided by Group Managing Director, Dr Maikanti Baru,
NNPC pushes Nigeria’s potential in its Oil & Gas Sector forward;
improving productivity and guaranteeing transparency, accountability and integrity.

T

he Nigerian National Petroleum Cooperation (NNPC) was
in the Niger Delta, $1 billon NNPC/SPDC JV Project Santolina
established in 1977 as a state oil corporation covering
and the JV Cash Call financed NNPC/Chevron $780 million
activities across the entire oil industry spectrum:
Project Falcon on Sonam. The projects are expected to provide
exploration and production, gas development, refining,
an additional revenue of over US$30 billion to the national
distribution, petrochemicals, engineering and commercial
treasury (in less than 10 years).
investments. It has refineries in Warri, Kaduna and
Port Harcourt, as well as the 35,000-barrel Shell
GAS MASTERPLAN
Refinery established in Port Harcourt. Appointed
The Corporation aims at diversifying its revenue inflow
Group Managing Director in 2016 by President
through Nigeria’s vast gas resources. Recently the
Buhari, Mr Maikanti Baru, details the corporation’s
NNPC has secured contracts for the engineering,
production and refining capacity: “At NNPC, we
procurement, construction, commissioning and
presently have 445,000 bpd of installed refining
financing for the US$2.8 billion project Ajaokutacapacity. We are working assiduously with our
Kaduna-Kano (AKK) gas pipeline project. The 40 inch x
financiers to see that we get more refineries, while
614 kilometre pipeline is the single biggest gas pipeline
the ones already working need to reach at least
in Nigeria’s history of oil and gas operation. Within only
90% of their capacity: that will guarantee at least 18
24 months it aims at providing an ample supply of gas
million litres. As for the Dangote refinery, that will
to the North, develop gas infrastructure and industry
Dr Maikanti Baru,
bring up about 650,000 barrels per day in about two
expansion, ensure connectivity with the east, west
Group
years’ time. That will also bring a lot of Premium
and north while boosting the power generation in the
Managing Director
of the NNPC
Motor Spirit (PMS) into the market.”
region. “Nigeria has a lot of gas resources; our current
NNPC conducts petroleum exploration and
gas reserves stand at about at 202tcf but we have a
production through the joint venture between
potential of 600tcf of gas,” explains Dr Baru. “Our
the Nigerian federal government and a number
efforts to utilise gas are two-faceted: on one hand, we
of foreign multinational corporations, including
want to utilise the gas by ensuring that domestically
Royal Dutch Shell, Agip, ExxonMobil, Total S.A and
we are able to put sufficient gas in the market to meet
Chevron. In an attempt to increase transparency
our in-country energy demand. On the other hand,
and enhance growth in Nigeria’s oil industry the
there is export and looking at what sustainable export
Petroleum Industry Governance Bill (PIGB) was
strategies we can have. Our aspiration is to ensure
passed in January 2018 with NNPC’s full support.
that Nigeria has at least 10% of the LNG market
“We are working intensively with the National Assembly in
worldwide. Domestically, we are looking at how to penetrate
order to ensure that the PIGB attains its full potential as a
the entire country with gas via the AKK Project. We want to be
catalyst for the sector,” states Dr Baru. “Regulations must be
able to inject power and stabilise the grid through the 1,350 MW
clear and plain, because that is what investors want to see.
power plant in Abuja, with a 900MW injection point in Kaduna and
Next is ensuring the sanctity of contracts in order to encourage
2,350MW in Kano. These are all private-sector driven projects.
stability and foreign investment.”
We have almost completed the tender for the Abuja and Kaduna
Only this month the NNPC secured US$3.8 billion foreign
power plants; as for Kano, we just completed the feasibility study
direct investment (FDI) inflow into Nigeria for four major oil
and we hope we will be on time to sell to investors. ”
and gas projects. These include: NNPC/Chevron Nigeria
With Dr Baru at NNPC’s helm, unlocking the sector’s full
Limited JV (Project Cheetah) $1.2 billion multi-year drilling
potential and guaranteeing transparency, accountability and
for 36 offshore/onshore oil wells, NNPC/First E&P JV and
integrity, investment confidence has been restored, consolidated
Schlumberger tripartite $800 million alternative funding
and has ensured a positive, productive and hopeful spin on the
agreement for the development of the Anyalu and Madu fields
future of Nigeria’s oil and gas industry.
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PETROLEX

The largest tank farm
in sub-Saharan Africa
Petrolex’s Mega Oil City

P

etrolex Gas and Oil
in Nigeria. The pipeline opens
Ltd is an indigenous
us up to the international
integrated
energy
market. It allows us to trade
conglomerate foundon the West African coast
ed a decade ago by Nigerian
and allows large vessels to
visionary, business magnate
come in and trade, so we’re
and philanthropist Mr Segun
not limited to the Nigerian
Adebutu. The company promarket alone. It puts Nigeria
vides a range of services
in a position to be a regional,
from refining, storage, disPan-African force.”
tribution and retailing of peThe second phase of the
troleum products. It consists
project is already underof a group of companies foway; Petrolex aims to build a
cused on delivering value
250,000 barrel-a-day capacacross the oil and gas value
ity refinery, a gas processchains of the nation’s econing plant, a lube plant and
“Petrolex is not a one-year project
omy with cross functional
we’ve never been interested in the short term; other feedstock industries
subsidiaries (Bluebridge Masuch as fertiliser plants to
we’ve always looked at the longevity
rina, Oladiran Engineering
be completed in four years
of any establishment.”
and Trade Limited, Terminal
time. The company plans to
operations, Bluebridge minspend US$ 3.6 billion on the
erals, Hibiscus).
construction and is already
On 12 December 2017 in Ibefun, Ogun State, Petrolex working on the front-end engineering design. Mr Segun
launched the first phase of its ultra-modern tank farm as Adebutu elaborates, “we have just commissioned an Enpart of Petrolex’s Mega Oil City. The project, the first of its gineering, Procurement, and Construction (EPC) contract
kind in the sub-Saharan African energy landscape, is worth to build a new plant and a fertiliser plant on the same site.
US$ 330 million and has an initial storage capacity of 300 The idea is to have a central hub that keys into distribumillion litres of petroleum products with a turnover capacity tion, location and localisation of industry and allows us to
of 600 million litres of petroleum products each month. This save costs by sharing certain facilities. We will build a 20
has the potential to transform petroleum products storage MW power station to power everything. Everything is in
and distribution in Nigeria by catering to approximately 60% place together, like a little cluster.” By 2021 the company
of in-country need. The tank farm is equipped with state- is projected to employ 10,000 people directly and indirectly,
of-the-art technology with 30 loading gantries, 16 barges, impacting over 2 million lives while improving distribu8 tugboats, residential quarters, army barracks, an ultra- tion of petroleum products by over 500% and maintaining
modern health centre and a 4000-truck capacity trailer park a healthy balance with the environment. Upon completion
with accommodation for drivers. This eliminates risks as- the Mega Oil City will be the largest petrochemical indussociated with storage and petroleum products and ensures trial estate in the whole of sub-Saharan Africa, Mr Segun
customers the loading of products in unprecedented time. Adebutu states, “Petrolex is not a one-year project, we’ve
Its position is also of immense strategic advantage due to never been interested in the short term; we’ve always
easy accessibility to the Lagos market, as well as Northern looked at the longevity of any establishment. It’s a project
and Eastern parts of Nigeria and the Atlantic Ocean. It also for the generation, which is why we’ve broken it into segallows for a diversified approach to distribution via land and ments and tried to grow organically; the gas project is our
waterways and, following completion of the mega tank farm, blueprint for going forward.”
the Apapa gridlock is set to be eased by 60%. The tanks are
connected to a pipeline in Mosimi which will distribute products across the country. CEO of Petrolex, Mr Segun Adebutu,
claims: “It’s the beginning of the evolution of the oil industry
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OLADIRAN OLUSEGUN ADEBUTU FOUNDATION (OOA)

“From time immemorial children have always
been victims of wars and domestic violence”

O

Mr Segun Adebutu

OA Foundation is a non-profit and
non-political organisation founded
by Mr Olusegun Adebutu in 2014
and launched in October 2016. Its
initiatives are set to reshape and implement
sustainable development and alleviate poverty by providing vulnerable children and
youth access to quality education, psychosocial support, healthcare and nutrition,
potable water, shelter and sanitation. It has
a number of community based programmes
Segun
with a holistic approach which promote ecoAdebutu,
nomic empowerment, gender equality and
Chairman
vocational enterprise for vulnerable women
to children in crisis. The organisation has a
number of caregivers and Community Care Volunteers (CCVs)
working within the host communities; it has branched out to
support programmes to further impact investment, ensuring

that youths plug into the socioeconomic factors in Nigeria and Africa. It is responsible
for developing over 500 youth-led microenterprises and setting up pioneering youth
entrepreneurship programmes in Lagos and
Osun States, as well as the Aso Villa Demo
Day, which was attended by Mark Zuckerberg
last year. Kemi Sokenu-Morris, CEO at OOA,
explains, “For OVCs we do the whole 360 degree approach; which means that we start
Kemi
out when they’re young with the healthcare
Sokenu-Morris,
programme, educational support, social supChief Executive
port, recreational support, stigma reduction,
Officer
nutrition, play and role model. We have also
incorporated entrepreneurship amongst the
children.” OOA earned global recognition for becoming the only
African-based donor accepted as delegate at the 2017 Opportunity Collaboration summit.

We have
infinite reasons
to make
them happy.
...and you?

OLADIRAN OLUSEGUN ADEBUTU
230A, Eti-Osa Way, Dolphin Estate (Ikoyi)
Lagos, Lagos State, Nigeria
Phone: +234 703 710 9279
www.ooafoundation.org
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UPSTREAM

Exploring new horizons
through collaboration
A sustained rally in crude oil prices plus alternative financing
has deepened local banks’ participation and renewed investors’ confidence
in the upstream sub-sector of the industry.

W

ith the Petroleum
the oil and gas upstream sector.
Industry Governance
Nevertheless, Nigeria is playing
Bill (PIGB) close to
an important role again in
being signed into law,
upstream development.
the Nigerian Federal Government
Industry
players
were
is expecting investments worth
hopeful that progress made
US$40 billion in the upstream
with the signing of part of the
segment of the oil and gas
Petroleum Industry Governance
industry over the next five years.
Bill would unlock investment
The country should add at least
opportunities hovering around
US$8.4 billion per year on 249 oil
US$250 billion. NNPC will
and gas fields from 2018 to 2020.
invest US$5.3 billion into the
The majority of the investments
country’s upstream projects
“We’re building capacity rapidly while
are coming through three major
by 2020, while Royal Dutch
attracting international companies
deep-water oil fields – Total’s
Shell Plc and Eni S.p.A would
as joint venture partners.”
Egina, Eni’sZabazaba field and
follow, with US$4.7 billion and
Shell’s Bonga South West/
US$2.8 billion respectively. With
Dr Tunji Olowolafe, Managing Director
Aparo, as these projects are
attractive financing approaches
and Chief Executive Officer of Deux Project Limited
important to Nigerian content
to fund the NNPC JVs obligation,
development. The government
investors’ confidence have been
targeted US$100 billion of investments to grow the industry and
renewed while cementing further foreign direct investments.
make a maximum contribution to the economy.
This renewed confidence has deepened local banks’
With regards to specifics, the Egina Project will give the
participation in the financing of the upstream as the financing
country 200,000 barrels per day (bpd) and is an investment
is syndicated from local banks and international lenders.
worth US$16 billion. The Zabazaba field, which will be operated
Traditionally, Nigeria had raised funds utilising equity or selfby the Nigerian subsidiary, Nigerian Agip Oil Company (NAOC)
funding from cash-flow, commercial debt instrument or partner
will bring in US$12 billion. Lastly, the Bonga South West/
funding in form of Carry or Modified Carry Arrangement (MCAs).
Aparo (BSWAP) will bring in US$10 billion. “The opportunities
“We need to put things at the right scale, that is our ambition,”
in the upstream are unbelievable,” states Deux Project’s CEO,
states Charles Kie, Managing Director, Ecobank Nigeria. “If the
Dr Tunji Olowolafe. “They are boundless so we will continue to
ambition is to let that development happen, we need Nigeria to
educate ourselves, to make an impact in our sector and on our
do things at the right scale and with the right profile.” Now, banks
society.”The rehabilitation of the refineries will bring in about
are increasingly becoming involved in the upstream because of
US$2.5 billion to US$3 billion and pipeline contracts will attract
the corporation’s adoption of the alternative financing models for
investments of about US$3 billion.
funding its joint venture obligations.
Nigeria’s ultra-deepwater projects will be responsible for
There are major plans and opportunities available in the
more than 28 % of US$25.3 billion of upstream capex in the
Nigerian upstream sector for investment. With the impending
country while the shallow water projects will account for 26%
Petroleum Industry Governance Bill, a slew of new projects and
of upstream capex with US$6.7bn by 2020. The deepwater and
a change in the funding capacity have resulted in high volume of
onshore projects in Nigeria will necessitate between US$6bn
energised investors within the upstream sector. Group Managing
and US$5.5bn respectively in capex in the given time period.
Director of the NNPC, Dr Maikanti Baru confirms that “investors
About 160 projects, with an overall estimated cost of some
only need to see that there is transparency, accountability and
US$156 billion, are being undertaken by members of the
integrity, which are key to our administration. That is why it is
Organisation of the Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC) in
now the time to invest in Nigeria.”
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EGINA

TOTAL and Nigeria’s Egina flagship project
reach new depths in the oil and gas industry
Home-grown solutions in the oil and gas sector commit
to building local capacity and ensuring efficient technology transfer.

O

n January 24th 2018, the US$3.3bn Floating Production
Storage Offloading (FPSO) unit arrived from South Korea
and berthed at the pristine 500 metre FPSO integration
quayside at the SHI-MCI Yard in Ladol Island, Lagos.
This momentous event has proved to be an extremely significant
turning point in the execution of projects within Nigeria’s oil and
gas industry. “Seventy percent of the work of the Egina vessel
will be done in Nigeria, proving the nation’s high capacity for
fabrication,” explains Ms Bala Usman, Managing Director at
Nigerian Ports Authority (NPA). “With Egina’s arrival it was clear
that Nigeria is on the map in the oil and gas industry, in the port
industry and in the local content fabrication.”
The Egina field is the largest investment project in the oil
and gas industry in present-day Nigeria, developed by Total

Upstream Nigeria and with water depths of 1,750m, it is the
deepest offshore development carried out so far in Nigeria.
It is expected to have a peak production rate of 200,000
barrels per day, and has been designed to be operational
for 25 years.
Indigenous companies have been completely hands on with
the FPSO project, accelerating the pace of technology transfer
and expanding local industrial infrastructure. “We did the
majority of the in-country fabrication scope at the Nigerdock
yard,” affirms Mr Jarmakani, Group CEO at Jagal Group while
Deux Projects Ltd’s Managing Director, Dr Olowolafe reveals:
“There is a lot of capacity being transferred, as well as training
and a lot of diligence on engineering. It will take us far, and we
expect Nigeria to do the same.”
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NIGERIAN PORTS AUTHORITY

The gateway
to the nation’s
economy
NPA’s revenue generation is boosted
by an efficient and competitive
port economy that is focused upon
improvement in infrastructure.

N

igerian Ports Authority (NPA) is a Federal Governbusiness environment, as well as an efficient evacuation of
ment agency that governs, and is responsible for,
cargo from seaports across the country via its railway sysall operations within Nigeria’s ports. It was estabtem. “We also seek to institute a multimodal transportation
lished as a continuous Public Corporation by the
system for cargo evacuation of agricultural produce meant
Ports Act in 1954 with the responsibility of providing all port
for exportation from the hinterland,” states Bala Usman.
services. Initially responsible for two major ports in Lagos
“We are working with the Nigerian Railway Corporation to
and Port Harcourt, in 1969 it also became accountable for
strengthen rail connections to the ports. The President has
ports owned by private merchant commade it mandatory that all rail projpanies. Its ports are: the Apapa Port
ects need to terminate and link to
“In 2018, the plan
complex, Tin Can Island Port, Rivers
the ports, so there are ongoing negoto strengthen
Port, Onme Port, Port Harcourt, the Caltiations with General Electric on the
abar Port Complex and the Delta ports
concessioning of the rail lines that
and improve
of Warri, Koko, Sapele, the Alajda Steel
will terminate at the ports. The utilion entry and exit
Jetty, as well as the crude oil terminals
sation of inland waterways is also
of goods will be
of Escravos, Forcados and Pennington.
being explored, so we can have easy
the thrust.”
In July 2016 President Muhammadu
inflow and exit of cargoes in the case
Hadiza Bala Usman
Buhari appointed Hadiza Bala Usman
of exportation.”
Managing Director
as Managing Director of NPA. Under
NPA has paid US$23 million Eqof NPA
her competent and efficient direction
uity Funding in the tripartite (Tolaram
the agency has made significant and
Group, the NPA and the Lagos State
rapid progress; providing an improved
Government) Lekki Deep Seaport projrevenue profile of N299.56 billion for the 2017 fiscal year.
ect. This promises to be the most modern port assisting comThis has been made possible due to Ms Bala Usman’s demercial operations in Nigeria and the West African region.
termined focus on infrastructure and providing technologiThe project is expected to create about 169,972 direct and incally up-to-date equipment at the ports. Ms Bala Usman
direct jobs and generate US$190 billion revenue to the state
elaborates the importance of digitalisation and IT infraand federal agencies. “We have a five percent shareholding
structure within NPA, “another key game-changer for the
in the Lekki Deep Sea Port. It is a shareholding that sends a
ports will be the establishment of the national single winmessage to the world that the government has keen interest
dow which is the one stop IT platform that integrates all
in ensuring that the ports are developed. The Deep Sea Port
agencies of government coming into one location to interis integral for us as we seek to conclude our 25 years port
act, providing customers one access for engagements in
development master plan,” affirms Ms Bala Usman.
the ports community.”
NPA’s commitment to competitive services means that,
according to Ms Bala Usman, “in 2018, the plan to strengthen and improve on entry and exit of goods will be the thrust.
One of the key areas of improvement in the past year is
26/28 Marina, Lagos. P.M.B 12588 Lagos • Nigeria
instituting 24 hour port operations at the Apapa Port which
Phone: +234 01463 7496; +234 01463 7497; +234 01463 7498
is one the busiest in Nigeria.” NPA has stated its intention
to improve infrastructure in order to provide an enabling
info@nigerianports.org • www.nigerianports.gov.ng
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OGFZA

Consolidating Nigeria
as attractive investment destination
Due to its resourcefulness, exceptional PPP model and outstanding parastatal
performance in 2018, OGFZA has ranked first as best government agency
in compliance with PEBEC policy.

T

he Oil and Gas Free Zones
Authority (OGFZA) is Nigeria’s
regulatory agency whose main aim
is to facilitate the public-private
partnership investments in the nation’s oil
and gas free zones. The Authority, created
by Act n.8 of 1996, established the flagship
free zone in Onne in 2000, consolidating
Nigeria as the first country to create a
free zone dedicated to supporting the
development of the Oil and Gas sector.
“We target
The Authority has since gained regulatory
a 50%
control over three other licensed and fully
operational oil and gas free zones: the
growth in
Warri Oil and Gas Free Zone in Delta State,
three years;
Notore Industrial City in Onne, and the Oil
which
and Gas Free Zone (EKO Support Services)
should be
in Apapa, Lagos. The Brass Oil and Gas City
the result
in Bayelsa State is a fifth oil and gas free
of all our
zone which has been licensed, but is yet to
efforts to
begin operations, and has been designed
to become a world class export-oriented
improve
oil and gas processing hub. “The Oil and
operational
Gas Free Zone in Onne, Rivers State, has
efficiency.”
played a critical role in ensuring that the
Umana
operations in the industry run efficiently,”
Okon Umana,
states Mr Umana Okon Umana, Managing
Managing
Director/CEO of OGFZA. “The attraction
Director/CEO
for these companies comes from our
of OGFZA
incentives, which are also founded in
law, and cover a wide spectrum. All our
licensees are exempted from federal, state
and local taxes and payment of customs duties is suspended
when they produce goods for export, or for imports into the
free zones. We cut the red tape: when goods come into the free
zones, they are processed fast. After I was appointed MD in 2016
we reviewed timelines to ensure that the level of operational
efficiency of the free zones would be such that the companies
would see the difference between operating within the borders
of the free zones and outside of them.” At present, cargoes that
are consigned to the free zones take a maximum of 48 hours to
clear, while it only takes 14 days to obtain a licence and only three
days (instead of 14) to renew a licence. “We are also making sure

that all of our processes are automated, so that you can go online,
check, make enquiries, get information and data and apply for
our licence directly online So, what we have been doing is actually
strengthening the enabling environment and deepening the
efficiency for our clients so that it’s easier to invest in Nigeria’s
free zones and to attract FDI,” explains Okon Umana.
OGFZA has contributed greatly to reinforcing the success of
Nigeria’s Economic Recovery and Growth Plan (ERGP); Oil and
Gas Free Zones have proven to be key drivers of economic growth
and sustainable development. In July this year the Association
of Nigerian Exporters commended OGFZA’s leadership on
its parastatal performance in the 2018 Presidential Enabling
Business Environment Council (PEBEC), ranking it first as
best government agency in the implementation of ease of
doing business. “We have a roadmap which enlists our goals
for the next three years,” affirms Okon Umana. “One of them
is to grow investments and investors. We target a 50% growth
in three years; which should be the result of all our efforts to
improve operational efficiency and strengthen the enabling
environment and our legal framework.”
At the beginning of 2018 Mr Okon Umana formally declared
that it would self-fund its operations from internally generated
revenue (IGR). “One of the goals in our roadmap is to become
financially independent,” he claims. “We are already taking
steps to ensure that we expand the revenues we generate from
our operations. From now on, we will fund the payment of staff
salaries and overheads with cash from internal sources. As we
reposition our free zones to attract foreign direct investment (FDI)
and as the volume of operation goes up, the revenues coming
from operations will go up as well; so, it is a win-win situation.”
Since Umana Okon Umana’s three-year roadmap was put into
place two years ago, OGFZA has attracted over 200 companies
with US$20 billion in investments, creating 100,000 jobs (both
directly and indirectly) while increasing government revenues.
OGFZA’s mandate in attracting FDI has aided in securing Nigeria
as leading player in the oil and gas economy of sub-saharan
Africa and dramatically improving Nigeria’s economy.
Marble House, Federal Ocean Terminal (FOT),
PMB 5474, Onme Port Complex, Rivers
State, Nigeria
contact@ogfza.gov.ng
www.ogfza.gov.ng
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NIGERIA LNG LIMITED

Enabling industrialisation
within the nation
Helping to build a better Nigeria through gas.

I

ncorporated in 1989, Nigeria LNG was established
industrialisation and domestic use. All those needs
to harness Nigeria’s vast natural gas resources and
can be met if proven gas reserves are developed.
produce Liquefied Natural Gas (LNG) and Natural
Now is the time.Nigeria needs to invest in new proGas Liquids (NGLs). Nigeria LNG Limited (NLNG) has
duction to avoid slipping from the 4th to the 10th posafely delivered more than 4,000 cargoes of liquefied
sition by 2025 in the ranking of global LNG exportnatural gas (LNG) globally, earning the reputation of
ers,” states Tony Attah.
being a reliable supplier of clean energy.
NLNG believes in growing its people to their full
“We are positively positioned, to build a better Nipotential while setting the standards in commugeria by supplying LPG, but also now thinking about
nity relations and technology transfer to Nigerians.
bringing LNG into the country to help bridge the gap,
NLNG’s financial contributions to Nigeria and the
Tony Attah,
especially in terms of gas to power and gas to indusNiger Delta have been significant generating more than
CEO of
tries,” states Nigeria LNG’s Chief Executive Officer,
US$90 billion in revenues, paying over US$33 billion
Nigeria LNG
Mr Tony Attah. “We want to be enablers for developdividends to shareholders and US$6.5 billion in taxes.
Limited
ment and industrialisation.”
The company has committed more than $200 million
Run by a dedicated team of experienced and qualto corporate social responsibility projects in the Niified Nigerian professionals, the 100% Nigerian management
ger Delta, one of which offers 50% part-funding of the US$392
staff are guided by the core values of Integrity, Teamwork, Remillion Bonny-Bodo road, which will connect several communispect, Excellence, and Caring, which have fuelled its growth into
ties in the Niger-Delta region. Arguably the biggest CSR effort
a world class energy company.
in Nigeria by any single corporate entity, it will positively change
With six trains currently operational, NLNG’s plant, on Bonthe socio-economic landscape in the region.
ny Island in Rivers State, is capable of producing 22 million tons
The vision of helping to build a better Nigeria comes with the
per annum of LNG. With global LNG demand expected to inactive promotion for the sustainable development of Nigerian
crease by 72 percent between 2017 and 2030, Nigeria LNG has
businesses and ensuring that its shareholders receive a good
signed engineering design contracts for a seventh train.
return on their investment. “The future for us is about believ“We are looking forward to the growth. When I am talking
ing in gas,” confirms CEO Tony Attah.“We believe our work will
about growth I am talking about Train 7 in the near term,” states
deal with unemployment and poverty and we will unleash the
Attah. “We have the support we need; we have the support from
potential of this country.”
the shareholders, from the government, from the board of directors.” Complementing the existing six train structure, its latest
Intels Aba Road Estate
plan would boost production to 30 million tons by 2024.
KM 16 Port Harcourt-Aba Expressway
“Gas is a cleaner form of energy, which is why we believe
Port Harcourt, Rivers State, Nigeria
that the energy mix is going to change. The conversation
Tel: +234-803-907-4000-3
should be about developing Nigeria’s gas for export as well as
+234-803-905-2000
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MAKON GROUP

A window of opportunity
for Nigerian local content
Makon Group focuses upon the monetisation of Nigeria’s gas resources
and safely reducing gas flaring in an effort to provide a healthier planet,
while championing local content from its very outset.

M

akon Group was founded by pioneer and pacesetter
Engr. Oluseyi Makinde in 1997, through its subsidiary,
Makon Engineering and Technical Services (METS).
Initially focusing on fluid and gas metering, the
company quickly evolved and charged ahead on an innovative
and trailblazing pathway which has secured itself a leading role
in Nigeria’s Automation and Control Systems, and Engineering,
Procurement, Construction, Installation, Operations and
Maintenance (EPCIOM). Engr. Makinde’s objective to guarantee
efficiency and develop local skills within
the industry also found him as one of the
first early advocates for local content in the
country. He claims, “we very much believe
in the potential that exists here, so we will
keep investing in people’s development
and also in increasing opportunities for our
people, ensuring that the Local Content
Act we fought so much to have as a law,
actually yields dividends for the people.”
Makon Group skilfully designs and
Oluseyi Makinde,
smoothly executes large scale projects
Group MD of
for the Onshore and Offshore Oil & Gas
MAKON Group
and Energy industry. Its recent focus on
monetising Nigeria’s gas resources is
evident through its implementation of gas
handling facility projects for the Nigerian government, as well as
other clients. Projects include: Bonny AG, Utotogu NAG2, Alakiri
NAG, Egbema West AG, Egbema West NAG, Sapele AG, Adibawa
AG and 3U’s. “We commissioned a flagship project which has
150 million standard cubic feet per day of non-associated gas
handling facility at Utorogu a couple of months back, and we are
happy that we’ve contributed our own quota in improving gas
to power in the country,” explains Group MD, Engr. Makinde. “If
I put it in electricity terms, the output of this facility generates,
roughly, 600MW, which represents about 12% of the national
generation capacity of about 5.000MW. We are involved in a gas
monetising project at Egbema as well, and all of those projects
are being pushed along. Another associated gas project basically
takes the gas that we produce with the oil (rather than flaring it),
compressing it and sending it to where it will be processed. We
feel proud of this because we are contributing our quota towards
making the planet better, reducing gas flaring and also carbon
monoxide in the atmosphere.”

“We very much believe in the potential
that exists here so we will keep investing in
people’s development and also in increasing
opportunities for our people.”
An ISO 9001: 2008 certified international organisation, Makon
Group is committed to global best practices with offices in Nigeria,
South Africa and the USA. “When we started the operation in the
USA, one objective was to get connected to the cutting edge of
technology around the world, but we also tried to get international
best practices into our operation and we were able to achieve that
by investing in other places and adding a mix of cultures towards a
vision of our project delivery here,” details Engr. Makinde.
As entrepreneur and philanthropist Engr. Oluwaseyi Abiodun
Makinde has consistently demonstrated that his main priority is to
give back to Nigerian society and in 2019 he aspires to do so in the role
as governor of Oyo State. “I think I have a very deep understanding of
the challenges that we have within the private sector which is really
important if you are looking at a place like Oyo State,” expounds Engr.
Makinde. “It is a state with huge land resources; the idea is to create
an enabling environment where agricultural products, processing
and manufacturing can take place.”
CORPORATE OFFICE
11A, Babatunde Anjous Street,
Off Admiralty Way, Lekki Phase 1,
Lekki, Lagos, Nigeria
T: +234-1-448 5172 448 5174, 448 5175
F: +234-1-448 5173
www.makon-group.com
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DOWNSTREAM

Becoming the hydrocarbon
hub of Africa
The current administration’s plan to revive operational infrastructure
in downstream and open up for private investment aims to put Nigeria
on path to become Africa’s refining hub.

O

il refining in Nigeria began a decade after the country
first found oil in 1956 in the Niger Delta region. By
the early 80s, Nigeria owned its first refinery, with a
capacity of 60,000 barrels per day (bpd). Soon after,
three more refineries were built to bring combined refining
capacity to 445,000 bpd by 1989. Oil refineries use petroleum
refining processes and chemical engineering processes
to transform crude oil into useful petroleum products like
petrol or gasoline, liquefied petroleum gas (LPG), diesel, and
kerosene. Nigeria consumes over 23 billion litres of these
products each year, most of which are still imported.
Although slow, the government has begun implementing
forward-looking moves to encourage even more private sector
participation in refineries. Apart from some of the big name
refinery licenses granted to the likes of the Dangote Group,
Petrolex and Agip, the government has touted incentives such
as ease of financing, guarantee of regular crude oil supply,
custom duty waivers, and tax reliefs. “At NNPC,” points out
Group Managing Director, Dr Maikanti Baru, “we have now
445,000 bpd in stall capacity. We are working assiduously with
our financiers to agree that we need other refineries, while
the ones already working need to reach at least 90% of their
capacity: that will guarantee at least 18 million litres.”
The government’s current 7 Big Wins framework targets
to take Nigeria from a large-scale importer of petroleum
products to a net exporter of petroleum products. It focuses
on increasing value-added petrochemicals to diversify its
export base and enhance import substitution. “It took us the
better part of four years to get a 100,000 barrels a day refinery,”
states Petrolex’s CEO, Mr Segun Adebutu. “It’s taken us less
than six months to upgrade to 250. So, there is great progress
now.” Some plans within the governmental framework include
committing about US$1.8 billion for the rehabilitation of local
refineries through private sector participation and promoting
the setup of modular refineries. Recently, the Ministry of
Petroleum Resources and NNPC earmarked the end of 2019
for the rehabilitation of the public refineries.
Refineries will have to restructure, strategically reposition
their assets, or leave the market in order to keep up with the
change. “In the Kaduna refinery, we’ll eventually produce
110,000 bpc. As soon as we finish the financing agreements,
we will sign the contract for refurbishment, and within the
period of 18-24 months we should be able to complete the
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The Buhari administration’s current
industry framework focuses on increasing
value-added petrochemicals to diversify its
export base and enhance import substitution.
agreement and reach the designed full capacity,” states
Dr Baru. “It will be a great benefit for the economy because
this will reduce the cost in transport of refining production,
like crude oil. This will sustain employment, directly in the
refineries and indirectly.” If Nigeria gains sufficiency in
refining within the next five years, then the country will be
on a path to becoming Africa’s refining hub. Crude oil from
Chad, Gabon, Sudan, Niger and Angola could find its way to
refineries in Nigeria, meaning they could indeed become a
net exporter of refined products in the coming years.
Furthermore, as a result of more private players, the
government will be pushed to move from the current formula
based retail pricing to a liberalised pricing system in which
the market sets prices. The industries relying on downstream
petroleum products and petrochemicals earn much more as
their cost of production go down, while consumers will greatly
benefit from low prices. With these efforts to update, reform
and develop new refineries while inviting private investment,
Nigeria has declared its intention without excuse to be the
hub of hydrocarbon business in Africa.

